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Change in dates for summer pay

Submitted by: John Howard Brown

6/22/2009

Question:

Why did the University administration not provide more timely information about the change in pay dates for summer teaching from the end of term to the end of the month?

Rationale:

For financial planning purposes the difference between a six week gap between pay (May 8 - June 19) and an eight week gap (may 8 - June 30) is quite material. Since the traditional pay dates figured in the financial planning of all faculty who teach summer school, it seems that the administration should have provided information about the change earlier.

SEC Response:

7/6/2009: From the SEC: It was due to the new system and the dates were on the contracts.

Senate Response:

The second rfi was from John Howard Brown, titled “Change in dates for summer pay”: “Why did the University administration not provide more timely information about the change in pay dates for summer teaching from the end of term to the end of the month?” The rfi had not yet received a response.